ACG introduces a range of innovative new products for the Pharma
industry
Entire display slants towards a futuristic view of the industry
ACG group, the world’s leading supplier of capsules and engineering products
for the pharma and nutra industry participates at P-MEC, one of the largest
pharma machinery exhibitions in the world.
ACG’s theme for this year’s exhibition is “ACG Future World” due to the
showcasing of a wide range of new products and the range of futuristic
activities available on the booth.
Product being seen for the first time at the show include:
New Capsules – a new range of HPMC capsules in various formats and the
highlighting of combination filled, multi-ingredient capsules.
New Films & Foils – ACG have recently invested in high speed, aluminum foil
laminator, which has resulted in a new range of foil based products being
introduced by the company.
New Engineering products – including GT X.ONE granulation train, Protab 700
high speed, Bi-layer tablet press, Accura 200, High capacity capsule check
weighing system, Blister X for high speed blister packaging and Karton X a high
speed cartoning machine.
New from ACG Inspection – increasing the range of solutions for the global
track & trace market under the VeriShield name, introducing the CS15 tamper
evident system and the BA23 bottle serialization system.

Commented Peter Neve, Chief Marketing Officer at ACG, “ACG has always
been a pioneer in providing innovative solutions. At P-MEC this year we are
launching the largest number of new products that we have ever introduced at
one time. It is all part of our strategy to offer everything needed for Capsule
and Tablet solid dosage manufacture. We are the company to watch both in
India and globally.
Forming part of the booth’s exhibit is a 3600 virtual reality ride which takes
visitors through an interactive experience of tablet manufacturing. There are
also 3 Virtual Reality zones that are designed to give visitors a first-hand
experience of the GT X.ONE granulation train in operation.
The main objective is to offer visitors at P-MEC a user experience which goes
beyond simple touch and feel and which is immersive, making them part of the
product experience.
About ACG
The ACG group is the only supplier in the world offering integrated
manufacturing solutions for the pharmaceutical industry. The company’s
diverse product range of Capsules, Films & Foils, Engineering and Inspection
systems don’t just meet, but exceeds the demands of international regulatory
requirements. ACG is committed to just one goal: to offer everything needed
for efficient capsule and tablet manufacturing.
ACG has over 5 decades of experience and is present in over 100 countries,
with over 4,500 employees around the world. Our customer-centric approach
has won us many loyal, satisfied customers and partners by nurturing
relationships with dignity and transparency.

